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Another week has flown past. Students are back into the

REMINDERS...

routine of the building and we are so happy to hear the buzz of
learning around our corridors. We have now successfully

UNIFORM

completed the three coronavirus tests as planned and are

We appreciate the issues of making sure

moving into the next stage in the process around supplying

uniform keeps pace with the growth spurts

home testing kits. We currently have a small number of

of your children, and will always do our

students self-isolating in year 12 due to a single positive test.

best to be supportive. However, we do see

We need to remain vigilant as despite the work towards easing

some instances where our teens are

restrictions, this virus is still very much part of our

pushing the uniform boundaries. As a

community. The majority of our teaching staff have either now

reminder - school shoes are most

had, or been able to book an appointment to receive their first

definitely shoes, not vans, converse or DM

vaccine. We are incredibly grateful to Aintree Hospital for their
support in making this happen. This is a vital step in keeping
our schools open over the coming months.
Student Recruitment
We are now in a busy period of meeting students who plan to
join us in September. We have had an incredible number of
applications. If you have friends or family who may be keen to
join us, please encourage them to apply as soon as possible.
Former Students
We are running a series of stories with the Liverpool Echo
about the success of our former students. If you have a son or

boots. Trousers need to be school trousers,
not jeans and hair colour needs to be
within the natural range. Please use the
easter break to ensure your teen is keeping
within the uniform policy.
STAYING SAFE, FEELING SAFE
Like others, we have been deeply moved by
events these last weeks. We are now
planning a piece of learning for all students
about how we stay safe and support others to
feel safe around us.

daughter who attended our schools and would like to tell us
what they do now, please get in touch at

Dreams Exhibition

l.macaulay@northernschoolstrust.co.uk

We are excited for you to see what students
are producing for our annual arts exhibition.

Junior Leadership Team

This year the theme dreams, allowing

This week has been Well-Being week. We have loved reading

students to push and develop a range of

all the nominations from students for friends and peers who

exciting responses. Due to the pandemic we

are supportive and kind to them. Nominees will be chosen to

have decided to go online and have developed

receive a small treat. We hope this will encourage students to

a relationship with

be reflective, show gratitude, kindness and appreciate those

Event Horizon an

around us! We have also been focusing on International

online/vr gallery

Women's Month and have worked with a number of

developed by 2 past

professional women in traditionally 'male' roles to explain

Studio student

challenges they have had to overcome. Next week, students will

James Murphy and

hold a focus group with Jill to discuss the issues for girls in

Jordan Kabyamela.

education and how we can challenge them!

Check out more
examples of our work
on instagram

Year 9, Ignite
Students have completed an induction to SimMan and the basics of
using a stethoscope. We have started our Human Factors project,
looking into the causes of medical failure and how we can reduce the
factors leading to patient risk. We have completed Basic Life Support
(BLS) training using SimMan and the Little Anne Manikins. Students
are now able to perform cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and use
a Bag-valve mask ventilator. We also demonstrated how to give a fluid
bolus/IV Push medication using a syringe and cannula. In maths we
have focused on compound interest. In English, we have had an end of

Big Bang Fair Mentors

unit assessment on Viewpoint writing based upon this task: “School

We are lucky to have been one of

uniforms are expensive and do not let students express their

only 6 schools in the country to have

individuality. They should be banned in favour of a formal dress code

a place on the Big Bang Mentor

or non-uniform.” Social Scientists have been learning about education

Scheme which means we have staff

inequalities and the impact this has on individual's futures. This

from Network Rail remotely

created a lot of debate in class and students engaged exceptionally well.

supporting our students to develop a

Two of our new starters were awarded joint Star of the Week: Sam

Big Bang Fair project around

Saunders (UTC) and Evelyn Preston (Studio) have really impressed in

improving our transport system. 15

PBL, engaging in projects and working as part of the team.

Year 9 students have joined the
project and are working in small

Year 10

groups on ideas such as “redesigning

Artists are working on character design for Greek mythology. BTEC

train carriages to make them more

Animal Care have been investigating the external factors which affect

COVID safe”. It is wonderful to see

animal behaviour and sources of stress to a range of species. In health

the enthusiasm and great ideas.

we have started to investigate human factors and the causes of Patient
Safety Incidents. We did this by analysing video footage and
discussing mistakes made by clinicians. In Engineering we have
completed teaching the examined unit, and are completing preparation
for assessment after Easter. In English, students demonstrated
increased confidence in exploring this week's Unseen Poetry. Through
analysing the poems 'Give', 'Tramp', and 'Down and Out, Paddington
Station' we considered the presentation of homeless people in society
and the poets' thoughts on how the public react to homeless people.
Special shout out to Bee for her eagerness and for regularly
volunteering to share her analysis.
Year 11
Animal Care undertook an observation of reptile behaviour, recording
and then analysing their findings to establish if the behaviours were
normal and possible causes for the behaviours seen. In health, we
started a new project; Advanced Life Support. This will include
everything from the advanced management of a cardiac arrest, use of
medications and defibrillation; diagnosing and treating a cardiac
tamponnade; managing a pneumothorax; and hypovolaemia. Graphic
Designers continue to work on their personal investigation projects. In
maths, we worked on percentage increase and decrease. In English,
students participated in a mini-assessment on the theme of social
media. They have read and researched viewpoints around the theme to
form their opinions and will shortly write a speech, article or letter.
This supports use of ambitious vocabulary, writing for purpose and
varied sentence structures. Psychology students produced further
assessment evidence for their language, thought and communication
topic and their social influence topic.

PBL UPDATE

Programmers

Students in years 9, 10 and 12 have started a mini project on

Year 12 programmers are now starting to learn

microscopy and visualisation in preparation for the arrival of

the basics of Application development.

the Scanning Electron Microscope. Students have been

Applications such as Microsoft Office (Word,

developing skills using a range of microscopes and

PowerPoint etc) are applications that are used

visualisation tools including stereo dissecting microscopes,

as software productivity tools. They are largely

compound light microscopes, USB microscopes, bug viewers

developed within Visual Studio using WPF

and hand lenses. The highlight of the week has to be Freya’s

(Windows Presentation Foundation). While we

image of a butterfly illuminated by UV light.

focus on the functionality behind such
applications, we also need to ensure that
applications are appealing to users. We look
at toolkits commonly used in industry to make
the design of applications more modern and in
line with current trends. Windows Forms is an
older development framework for the
development of software applications, but at
The Studio we also use WPF, which is much
more modern. This is what allows our students
to stand out when competing for
apprenticeships in industry.

Year 12
Year 12 Level 2 BTEC Applied Science produced posters
describing the characteristics of the 5 animal classes. They
have produced classification keys and learnt about the
different classes of invertebrates. Level 3 BTEC Applied
Science have continued with their work on the nervous
system and have explored the nervous control of the cardiac
cycle. They have learnt how nervous impulses are initiated
and transported through neurones through action potential
and how the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems
control of heart rate. They have also been learning about
analysing experimental results for their Scientific
Investigation skills unit by practicing the chi squared method.

Year 13

Engineers have now completed teaching the examined unit

Physicists have been revisiting particles and

and are completing preparation for assessment after Easter.

waves ahead of our assessment. Mathematicians

We are also looking at the final stages of at Autodesk Robotic

are working on numerical methods for finding

hexapod with the submission of our entries due on the 26th …

roots of equations. Applied Scientists have been

Here’s hoping we win! This weeks picture is from Aiden!

learning about health and safety legislation and

Physicists have moved on to radiation and quanta with Mr

the benefits of a company's own policy in

Evans and are continuing to look at waves. Mathematicians

implementing safety measures by risk assessing

have been looking at Newton’s first and second laws. In

activities, staff training for SOP's and

Further Maths, we are working on bubble sort, quick sort and

complying with the law. Psychologists have

bin packing algorithms.

focussed on relationships and have been
improving essay writing skills and writing
under time pressured conditions. In English,
students enjoyed their first in-person lesson for
Aspects of Tragedy. Students were able to debate
the presentation of Lamia in greater detail and
considered the possibility that she is such a
skilled manipulator that readers find themselves
qualifying her as a potential tragic villain as
opposed to a classical tragic villain. Great job
Fathima, Dan and Carter!

